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LEARNING OUTCOMES FOR THIS BUNDLE

 1 To help you understand the benefit of self-shot video within fundraising relationships  
  and when to use them
2 To help you learn the principles to apply when seeking out and recording video content  
  to have the biggest impact
3 Above all, to nudge you to GET STARTED, TO EXPERIMENT WITH THIS POWERFUL  
  AND UNDERUSED TOOL

Why is self-shot film so IMPORTANT and so POWERFUL now?

1 Fundraisers are often time-stretched; we’re  
 living in a fast-paced world where we need to  
 be strategic and spend our time where it counts  
 the most.  Video enables a part of us to be  
 present with supporters when physically it’s  
 impossible or not cost-effective.
2 Technology is moving fast, and we need to keep  
 up.  At the beginning of 2018, 83% of UK adults  
 were on and using social media, and what gets  
 priority on their algorithms?  Video.  Photos  
 alone don’t cut it anymore and besides, they  
 don’t tell the full story…stories, that’s what  
 fundraising is all about.
3  If you watch a video there’s a 95% chance  
 you’ll remember the message, (compared to a  
 10% chance if you read that info as a text).

Risk

If we don’t keep up and innovate with our communication methods, we’ll get left behind 
and those who do spot the opportunity will have a crucial edge over the rest.  They’ll reach 
new audiences, engage with existing ones, improve cost-efficiencies by making everyone 
responsible for communicating and collecting stories – and so they’ll raise more money.
If we rely on communication departments alone or professional filming companies, we will 
fail to catch many of the most powerful, real moments that would inspire our supporters. The 
moments will be lost.

Video doesn’t need to require a big budget – supporters don’t care about things that cost a 
lot of money, in fact they like it better when it doesn’t!  The key tool, your phone, is probably 
already in your pocket.
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Video has 1,200%
more shares on
twitter than text and 
images combined.  
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Some opportunities

1 ENGAGE. Film helps you connect with   
 supporters in a way that they’re used to;   
 imperfect footage on their newsfeed and   
 timeline.  
2 INSPIRE THROUGH SPECIAL MOMENTS AND  
 STORIES. Showing them content they want to  
 see; as fundraisers we get to see the wonderful  
 end results our charity makes happen because  
 we’re around it every day.  Self-shot video 
 means we can react quickly, capturing these  
 special moments and sharing them with the 
 people who have made them happen
3 THANK AND APPRECIATE. Film fulfils a crucial  
 part of the fundraising cycle – thank & report;  
 73% of supporters didn’t give a subsequent  
 gift because they felt their previous one wasn’t  
 appreciated.  How fantastic would it be to use  
 video to show, as if seeing with their own eyes,  
 the difference they have made by recording key  
 moments.  Record staff, beneficiaries, even 
 yourself, saying a genuine ‘thank you’ with  
 energy, creativity and warmth – it has a much  
 bigger impact than a typed letter or standalone  
 tweet.

Key Principles

1  Make it part of your job.
In fundraising there’s often a raising money / communications divide because charities 
organise these activities in different departments. But capturing and sharing stories is a key 
part of our role and we need to be able to do it well to be able to raise money.

It’s not about being a technology whizz or loving your phone, it’s about being a brilliant 
fundraiser and using whatever tools are necessary to engage with potential supporters, raise 
more money and be able to do more for the people you exist for.

BHF are supportive of on-the-ground staff recording and sharing their own video content 
because they realise we’re committed to the cause, are properly trained and inducted in values 
and brand, and that we’re in the best place to react quickly and catch the moment.

Once you’ve made this decision, be prepared and ready to hit record when you see an 
opportunity for quality content and be sure of where you’ll share it. (Gary story)

Key point:  Just because you’ve recorded it, it doesn’t mean you have to show it to anyone 
or share it.  It’s no different to sharing the exciting moments you enjoy with friends; the more 
you film, the more natural it becomes and the more likely you are to capture content that’s 
valuable.

The missing ingredient 
for most of us is the 
confidence to use our 
phones like this, and
that starts to grow
once we get started. 
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2  Go for quality content
I discussed the importance of video with a fellow fundraiser and was excited to see them use 
their newly found skill on social media during their upcoming event…but, after seeing a video 
(a walk along a table of donated crisps and water from a corporate) I realised they’d missed 
a key component – video is brilliant, as long as what you’re sharing is worth watching.  It had 
minimal views and zero engagement; even the corporate themselves who were tagged hadn’t 
‘liked’ it.

Before you head to an event or conversation, think about what you want to use the video 
for with supporters and plan how you’ll go about getting the content you need; set up the 
scenarios with people, make sure you carve time out of your visit to record and brief anyone 
involved on what you want out of it. 

Before my visit to a BHF lab, I knew I had a 
corporate pitch looming to extend a partnership; 
I contacted the staff and asked for a willing 
participant to relay a few, short words I’d prepared 
in the setting that supporters don’t get to see 
often.  A voice of authority, the actual person who 
would be impacted by their ‘yes’ vote had a much 
bigger impact and resulted in a positive outcome 
than it would have had it been just myself muddling 
along. 

Key point: being prepared to capture content is important but don’t forget the attractive 
power of spontaneity.  As mentioned previously, the more you film the more you’ll come to 
recognise those golden moments that have a big impact online and with supporters. Keep 
your eyes and ears open, and your curiosity piqued.  Always keep your newly purchased 
smartphone mic handy for such occasions.

3  Don’t overdo it
It can be tempting to use an experience with your charity or a supporter to squeeze as much 
out of it as possible, but a video with too many messages is going to be too confusing and 
your viewer will tune out.

Keep it to one message or purpose per video; think about whether you want to use your 
video to thank, inform of a particular service or achievement made possible by their support, 
celebrate a success of an existing supporter or say a simple hello to a new fundraiser, and then 
look at the point about what content you need to capture that message and where to find it in 
your fundraising activity.

Think also of where you’ll share this message; corporate thank you’s do well on Twitter and 
LinkedIn with the company tagged in the post and Facebook can be great for sharing a more 
in-depth, personal story.  Each site has its optimum video length and you’ll need to adhere to 
this to make sure your video doesn’t miss the mark. 

Key point: look at your organisation’s existing strategy and where your self-shot videos can 
add value.  Big appeal coming up?  Make sure your messaging is in line with the ask and that 
your content flows nicely with the more polished outputs of the comms department.

Something that helps
me decide whether to 
film is to ask myself
the question ‘would
my supporter want to 
see this?
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Social and Live video: Optimum Lengths  (April 2018)                                                                                                                                          @danslee

Channel Max Length Best Length

YouTube 15 minutes 174 seconds

Facebook 240 minutes 15 seconds

Twitter 140 seconds 45 seconds

LinkedIn 10 minutes Jury is out

Snapchat 10 seconds 5 seconds

Instagram 60 seconds 30 seconds

Periscope 24 hours Jury is out

Facebook Live 240 minutes 20 minutes

4  Equipment & set up
My early videos weren’t great, although they still did pretty well thanks to their genuine goal to 
connect with and appreciate supporters.  However, with less than a fiver I was able to improve 
the quality of the videos I share which makes it a better viewing experience for the recipient.

Key pieces of equipment that will help

• Smartphone clip on mic. These can be bought for a few pounds on Amazon; they improve 
 sound quality so you can more clearly hear the message
• Smartphone tripod. This keeps your footage steady when you’re filming and can be used 
 on a steady surface for your selfie thank yous
• Editing app. LumaFusion (£20) and iMovie (free) are great starter apps and footage can 
 be edited down in less than 10 minutes

Key filming tips

• LIGHT. Film with the light behind you so your subject is illuminated
• SEPARATE ANGLES. Film multiple angles separately and edit together to avoid the film 
 zooming from one section to another
• LANDSCAPE. Always film in landscape

There are more ways to improve your content and with practice they will definitely improve.  
Supporters will look forward to receiving your updates and will want to share them on.  

5  Not a replacement

Video is a wonderful and powerful engagement tool but used alone it won’t have a big impact.  
Video is fantastic to boost existing supporter engagement, not used as a replacement for 
human to human interactions in real life.

Remember to get out there and meet people as often as possible (how else will you gather 
your content?!) and use video alongside the other personal touches that already make you a 
brilliant fundraiser.

In your videos be sure to apply some key #donorlove principles; use their name, personalise 
your content, share it where the recipient would be comfortable (some people aren’t keen on 
social media shout-outs) and send it out swiftly.
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You’ve been working on:

How to make powerful films using your smart phone

Your Bright Spot Starter Challenge

To set you on your way to being a fundraising filmmaker, over the next five days give 
these 5 filming tasks a go and share your learnings on Twitter using the hashtag, 
#fundraisingfilmmaker, tagging myself (@CharityNikki) and Rob (@woods_rob) and on the 
Bright Spot Members Club Facebook page, (if you’re not already signed up, join today). It’s 
up to you if you share the final film, the key to getting better is practice. And feel free to ask 
questions to me and the rest of the group.

The momentum you’ll gain from doing all five on consecutive days is amazing, but if you end 
up taking a bit longer, it will still give your confidence and skill such a boost if instead you 
choose to do all five over a slightly longer period. 

Day 1: SHORT COLLEAGUE FILM. Film a colleague sharing what they love most about working 
with your organisation 

Day 2: EVENT VIBE. Head along to an event (whether your own or organised by a supporter) 
and capture the vibe of the day.  Share it on your charity’s social media page alongside the 
write-up of the day.

Day 3: THANK YOUS. Build up your #donorlove content and record five people saying ‘THANK 
YOU!’ – save the content for the next corporate partnership you win

Day 4: YOUR THANK YOU. Film yourself saying thank you to your most recent supporter (you 
can even rope the team in to add a celebratory cheer!) – send the video to them if you can or if 
you have them on social media, share it there!

Day 5: VOLUNTEER STORY. Arrange to meet a volunteer for a cup of tea and ask for them to 
share their story.  Take your phone along to record the conversation and share the video with 
colleagues.

Curious to find out more?

Nikki’s day job is as an award-winning fundraising relationship manager at British Heart 
Foundation. 

Nikki can deliver a crash course in smartphone filming for your team. To request a chance to 
talk it through send her a message via her blog page at www.charitynikki.blog.


